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Abst rac t - -A  general approximatzon method m investigated for the numermal evaluation of the 
singular integral equatzons on Lyapunov contours, defined in Banach spaces The method consists 
m the apphcatlon of the Faber polynomials and the Faber-Laurent expansion First, some theorems 
are proved for the approximation of functions m a complex domain, while these are defined in the 
Banach space, H~(F), (0 < ~, < 1), where F denotes a closed Lyapunov contour These results are 
further used m order to prove the exzstence and uniqueness of the solutions for the systems on whmh 
the smgular integral equations are reduced. (E) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The rapid development of the general theory of singular integral equations in the following years, 
their connection with boundary value problems, and multidimensional pplications in the theory 
of elasticity, plasticity, thermoelasticity, viscoelasticity, viscoplasticity, fracture mechanics, fluid 
mechanics, and many other fields of mathematical physics, has directed the attention of engineers 
and mathematicians to the approximate solution of singular integral equations. 
During the past, some works have been published devoted to a basic description of numerical 
schemes, the rigorous foundation and comparison of a series of approximate methods and algo- 
rithms, and their application to the numerical solution of singular integral equations. Among 
the authors who have recently published works on approximations of several types of singular 
integral equations, we mention the following, Ladopoulos [1-7], Ladopolous, Zisis and Krav- 
varitis [8], Elliott [9], Kaya and Erdogan [10,11], Gilbert and Magnanini [12], Goldberg [13], 
Heinlein, Mukherjee and Richmond [14], Hsiao, Kopp and Wendland [15], Ivanov [16], Prossdorf 
[17], Srivastav and Venturino [18], Theotokoglou and Tsamasphyros [19], and Venturino [20]. 
Hence, these publications examine the stability of solutions, the proof of the convergence of 
approximate solutions to the exact, the rate of convergence and methods of best convergence, and 
the determination of practmal methods of error estimation for singular integral equations defined 
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over smooth contours. Beyond the above, by the present study, some approximation methods axe 
investigated for the numerical evaluation of singular integral equations on Lyapunov contours, 
by using the Faber polynomials. These singular integral equations are defined in Banach spaces 
and for their numerical evaluation, the Faber-Laurent expansion is used. 
Therefore, we examine a general approximation method together with its connection with 
numerical algorithms and introduce some general schemes to the approximate solution of singular 
integral equations on Lyapunov contours. Hence, particular attention has been concentrated on 
the construction and verification of algorithms which are effective when the integration i terval 
is not a smooth contour like in the previous publications, but a Lyapunov contour. 
First, some general theorems are proved for the approximation of functions in a complex 
domain, when these functions are defined in Banach spaces H~(F), of functions atisfying Hhlder's 
condition with exponent 3  `(0 < 3' -< 1), where F denotes aclosed Lyapunov contour. On the other 
hand, these results are further used for the proof of the existence and uniqueness of solutions for 
the linear equation systems, on which the singular integral equations are reduced. Finally, the 
rate of convergence of the proposed method is given, also, by following a special proof. 
2. APPROXIMATION THEOREMS OF  
FUNCTIONS IN  A COMPLEX DOMAIN 
DEFINITION 2 1. Let a function h(t) defined in the Banach space H.r(F), t E F, of functions 
satisfying HSlder's condition with exponent 7 (0 < 3' -< 1) [21], where F denotes a closed Lyapunov 
contour which bounds a simply connected omain containing the point t = O. Then, for the 
function, h(t) E HT(F), the following Faber-Laurent expansion exists [22], 
h (t) = E ek(Pk (t) + E lkFk , (2.1) 
k=0 k=l 
where ~k(t) and Fk(1/t) are Faber polynomials and ek and Ik, the Faber-Lanrent coefficients 
ofh(t). 
DEFINITION 2.2. By En, we define the operator mapping each h(t) E H~(F) into the n th partial 
sum of the Faber-Laurent series [22], 
(E~h) (t) = ek~k (t) + E IkFk , t E F, (2.2) 
k=0 k=l 
where ~k(t) and Fk(1/t) are Faber polynomials and ek and lk, the Faber-Laurent coefficients 
of h(t) 
LEMMA 2.1. Consider by P=, the projection operator on H~(F) be given by the relation, 
n 
(P,~h)(t) = E h~t3' (2.3) 
3~--n 
where h(t) E H~(F), t E F, and the complex sequence {ha} , 2 -= 0, +1, +2, . . . ,  is defined as 
1 d 3 [Ah(t)] t=0 (j = 0,1,2, . . . ) ,  
h3 = 3! dtJ (2.4) 
1 d (-2) [Bh @-1)]  t~-o (3 = --1,--2, .) 
h3 = (-3)! dt(-J) "" ' 
where A = (I + E)/2 and B = (I - E)/2, with I, the identity operator and E, the Cauchy 
singular mtegrM, 
1 fir u(x) dx, t e F. (2.5) (E~)  (t) = ~-5 x - t 
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Then, the following formula is valid, 
h (t) - (Pnh) (t) = h (t) - (E~h) (t) - lm f r  [(Ah) (x) - (EnAh) (x)] 
~F n-- 1 X3 t J 1 • ~ dx - --=m [(Bh) (x) - (E~Bh) (x)] E ~ dx, t e r. 
3=0 3=0 





Hence, one has 
and 
{ ~k(t), k _< n, 
(P~)  (t) = ~ a,t,, k > n, 
3=0 
(P~Fk) (t) = 
~O3t -3  , k>n.  
3=1 
Thus, by using (2.1), we have 
(P~h) (t) = Pn ek~k (t) + Pn lkFk • 
\ k= l  
Moreover, by using (2.8) and (2.9), then (2.10) results, 
oo n 
(Pnh) (t) = (E,~h)(t) + E ek E 
1 ~k (x) t 3 
7r---~ x3 +-------V- dx 
k=n+l  3=0 
J l  
OG n 
+ E lkE--ml frFk(1/x)  
k=n+l  3=i 
Finally, (2.11) can be written as 
dx. 
(Pnh) (t) = (E~h) (t) + 3~o= -~ k=n+l~ ek - -  
+E- -  ~ zczl ~r ~ lkFk(1/x)x'+lt, dx 
3=1 k=n+l  
Beyond the above, the following relations are obvious, 
i ek(Pk (t) = (Ah) (t) - (EnAh) (t) 
k=n+l  
and 










ZkFk = (Bh) (t) - (E~Bh) (t). (2.14) 
k=n+l 
Thus, from (2.12)-(2.14) follows the reqmred (2.6) and hence, the proof of Lemma 2.1 is 
completed. | 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let the function h(t) • He(F), t • F, Pn, the projection operator on H~(F) be 
given by (2.3), Rn(h,r),  the best uniform approximation of h(t) on F by the following polyno- 
mials, 
~ (t) = ~ ~kt k, t ~ r, (2.15) 
and A = (I + E)/2, B = (I - E)/2, with I, the identity operator and E, the Cauchy singular 
integral (2.5). 
Then, the following inequahty holds, 
[h (t) - (Pnh) (t)[ < c11n urn (h; F) + e21n 2 urn (Ah; F) -F c31n 2 nRn (Bh; F), (2.16) 
where cl, c2, and ca are constants not depending on n. 
PROOF. Since h(t) • H~(F), then we have (see [22]) 
th (t) - (Enh) (t)l <<_ c41n urn (h; F), (2.17) 
where c4 denotes a constant not depending on n. 
Furthermore, (Ah)(t) and (Bh)(t) are in H~(F) and thus, by combining (2.6) and (2.17), we 
obtain the following inequality, 
]h(t) - (Pnh) (t)l < c41n n. {Rn (h;r) + R'~ (Ah;F) I~r / ~3=o tx%~T Idxl 
(2.18) 
Moreover, from [22], it follows that 
~r ~=o tx~-~ [dx[<_ehlnn, 
(2.19) 
~3=o xt-~+z ,dx[<c~lnn. 
Hence, finally, from (2.18) and (2.19), follows the inequality (2.16). | 
THEOREM 2.2 Consider the function, h(t) • He(F), o < 7 < z _< 1, Pn, the projection operator 
on Hv(F) be given by (2.3) and c7, a constant not depending on n. Then, the following inequality 
is valid, 
l[h - P~h[[ e <_ c7(1n 2 n)n~-~H (h; z). (2.20) 
PROOF. In order to prove inequality (2.20), let us find a bound for maxter [h(t) - (P,h)(t)[. 
Hence, from (2.16), it follows, 
max [h (t) - (Pnh) (t)I _< c4cs(ln n)n -~ [clg (h, ¢) + c21n nH (dh; ¢) + c31n ng (Bh; z)] 
(2 21) 
_< c9(ln 2 n)n-~H (h, s). 
Therefore, the required inequality (2.20) follows immediately from (2.21). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let the function h(t) E H~(F), Pn, the projection operator on He(F ) be given 
by (2.3), and c7, a constant not depending on n. Then, the following inequality exists, 
]lPnhl]~ < (1 + e~ln ~ n) Ilhlt~. (2.22) 
PROOF. Inequality (2.22) follows from (2.20) by replacing 7 ---- s 
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DEFINITION 3.1. 
3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR 
SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the singular integral equation, 
b ( t___~) f ~ (X) f 
IIu =_a(t)u(t)+ 7rz J rx - tdX+J rK( t 'x )u (x )dx=f ( t ) ,  t EF, (3.1) 
defined over the closed Lyapunov contour F, which bounds a simply connected omain containing 
the point t = O, a(t), b(t), f(t), and K(t, x) are known functions on the Banach space H~(r) and 
u(t) denotes the unknown function. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the singular integral equation (3.1) defined over the closed Lyapunov con- 
tour F. An approximate solution of this equation is of the form, 
u~ (t) = ~ ekt k, tCr,  (3.2) 
k~- -n  
where the unknown sk(k = ----n-~,n) satisfy the following linear equation system, 
+ + = 4, (3.3) 
k=0 k=-n  k=--n 
where M3, A3, N3k , and f9 (3 = O, =kl, +2,. . . ,  k = -n ,  n) are calculated from (2.4), by replacing 
h(t) by M(t) = a(t) + b(t), A(t) = a(t) - b(t), K(t, x) = fr k(t, x)x k dx, and f(t), respectively. 
Then, if M(t)A(t) ¢ 0 and M(t), h(t), f(t), and k(t,x) are in the space He(P) (0 < ~/ < 
< 1), linear system (3.3) has a unique solution Ek. Furthermore, the approximate solution (3.2) 
converges for n ~ c~, to the exact solution u(t) of (3.1), 
lira u~ (t) = u (t), (3.4) 
n---~oo 
and the rate of convergence is given by the inequality, 
in 2 n 
[lu - un]l v _< Cn~_H (u; ~ (~)), (3.5) 
with 
(z) = " ~ z, z < 1, (3.6) 
[ 1-5 ,  6= I, 
where 5 denotes an arbitramly small positive constant and c, a constant not depending on n. 
PROOF. The linear equation system (3.3) can be written in the following operator-form, 
II~u~ - P,~ (MA + AB + K) P,~u~ (t) = (Pnf) (t) , t E F, (3.7) 
where A = (I + E)/2 and B = (I - E)/2, with I, the identity operator, E, the Cauchy singular 
integral (2 5), and Pm the projection operator on H~(F) given by (2.3). 
Furthermore, we shall prove that for sufficiently large n, the operator IIn has an inverse in 
H~(F). Hence, consider by M(t) = M_(t)M+(t) and A(t) = A_(t)A+(t), the canonical factor- 
izations of M(t) and A(t). 
Thus, we have (See [23]) 
where 
MA + AB + K = R1 + R2, (3.s) 
R1 = (M+A + A_B) (AM_ + BA+), (3.9) 
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and 
R2 = M+BM_A + A_AA+B + K. (3.10) 
Therefore, we can see that for all n, the operators PnR1Pn are invertible (see [23]), 
(. R1pn) -1 = (AM_ -1 + BA:)) Pn (M;1A + A=IB). (3.11) 
Furthermore, M+il(t), A~l(t), M~l(t), and A~l(t) are in the spaces H~(E)(F ) = AHdr )  and 
H~,) (F) = BH,(F) ® {constant} [21], respectively. 
Hence, by using (3.11) and Lemma 2 2, we obtain 
(PnR1P,~) -1 pn , <_ Cloln 2 n. (3.12) 
Moreover, by following [21] for any function h(t) E H~(F), the operators BhA and AhB map 
He(F ) into H~(~)(F) and are continuous on He(F ) (0 < 7 < ~) and the same does the operator K. 
Thus, R2 maps He(F ) into H¢(~)(F) (R2: He(F ) -+ H~(¢)(F)) and is continuous on He(F ). 
Beyond the above, let us assume the following relations, 
y (t) = R i lh  (t), (3.13) 
y~ (t) = (P~R1P~) -~ Pnh (t), (3.14) 
and that y*(t) is the best uniform approximation of y(t). 
Hence, since we have 
y~ (t) - y* (t) = (P~R1Pn)-* P~R1 (y~ - y*) (t), (3.15) 
by using (3.12), we obtain 
IlY- Yn]le < [lY- Y•]], + clo ln2 n ]]R1He HYn- Y~j],.y 
(3.16) 
<_ c, lH (y; s)n "-~(~) [1 + cx01n = n IlRxlte] - 
Therefore, from (3.16), we obtmn the following inequality for the function h(t) E H~(F), 
R1 in - (PnRIPn) -1Pnh 7 <- e12(ln2 n)ne-e(e)H (Rl lh;  ~ (~))" (a.lr) 
Thus, because of the invertibility of R1 + R2 and the continuity of R2, we conclude that, for 
sufficiently large n, the operator Kin = P,(R1 + R2)Pn is invertible and the following inequality 
exists, 
I[Haltle _< c,aln=n, (3.18) 
and therefore, the linear system (3.3) has a unique solution. 
Finally, in order to prove the requested inequality (3.5), we shall use the following relation, 
It* ]l u - u~ll e = II(I - Ha*Pull ) (u - ,~)l]e, (3.19) 
where u* is an arbitrary element of PnHe(F ) and thus, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed. |
4. CONCLUSIONS 
A general approximation method has been constructed and investigated for the numerical 
evaluation of singular integral equations on Lyapunov contours, while only smooth contours have 
been examined since now, as integration intervals of singular integral equations. These singular 
integral equations are widely used for the solution of a big level of problems of applied mechanics, 
like thermoelastoplasticity, viscoelasticity, viscoplasticity, hydrodynamics, fluid mechanics, and 
fracture mechanics. 
Hence, a new technique has been investigated for the approximation of functions in a complex 
domain. These functions are defined in Banach spaces He(F), of functions satisfying H61der's 
con&tlon with exponent ~' (0 < 7 -< 1), where F is a closed Lyapunov contour. Beyond the above, 
these results have been further used in order to prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
for the linear equation systems, on which the singular integral equations are reduced. 
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